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AMP: Alzheimer’s Disease (AD)

BIOMARKERS PROJECT:  

Enrich anti-amyloid AD secondary 
prevention trials (A4 and DIAN-TU 
Trials) with Tau PET imaging to test its 
utility as a marker of disease 
progression and treatment response.

TARGET DISCOVERY PROJECT: 

Apply a systems biology approach to discover 
and validate the next generation therapeutic 
targets in an open science forum: 

 Integrate multi-omics human data 
from well phenotyped cohorts to build 
network models of disease, followed 
by early target validation in multiple 
cell-based and preclinical models.

 Develop a data portal to enable rapid 
and broad sharing of data and 
analytical results.

www.synapse.org.ampad

http://www.synapse.org.ampad/
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Data Enablement and Coordination of Collaborative Analyses: 
Sage Bionetworks, Principal Investigator – Lara Mangravite

- Target Discovery and Preclinical Validation Project 
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE - Target Discovery and Preclinical Validation Project 



AMP-AD 
Collaborative
Workspace

- Data
- Analyses
- Network models
- Code 

Quarterly 
Data Depositions

AMP-AD 
Partner

AMP-AD* 
Knowledge Portal

Consortium Space

Public space
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Additional
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-Data released as soon as QC is completed
-Open but Controlled Access (DUA)

-No publication embargo imposed on 
the use of data after they have been 
made available through the public portal

Launched - March 4, 2015

*AMP-AD Knowledge Portal – www.synapse.org/ampad

CENTRALIZED DATA RESOURCES 

http://www.synapse.org.ampad/


www.synapse.org/ampad

60,000 files shared by 42 investigators across 22 
institutions representing samples from 36 research studies

1309 total users* with 55 new users per month

Quarterly Public Data Releases



15 human studies

22 model system studies

15 genomic data modalities

14 diagnoses

7043 human samples
3 rat models

17 mouse models10 drosophila models

13 human cell models

www.synapse.org/ampad

What’s in the portal?



ROS/MAP Cognitive 
Aging Cohorts 

NCI/MCI/AD

Biosamples
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, 

plasma 

Data Generated by 
AMP-AD Teams 
Columbia-Broad-

Rush/Emory/Duke

RNAseq 
mRNAarray
miRNAarray

SNP genotypes
WGS

ChIPseq/H3K9ac  
Methylation array age ad dx, age death, sex, 

edu, apoe, ethnicity, braak, 
ad reagan score, mmse, 
cerad. cogdx

Full complement of phenotypic data
www.radc.rush.edu

AMP-AD Knowledge Portal
Rich Multi-Omics and Clinical Data from Antemortem Cohorts – ROS/MAP  

http://radc.rush.edu/


High

Low

Drugability
Index 

Wall of Targets
Standardized, aggregated evaluation of evidence

geneSymbRegion Layer1 Layer2 Layer3 Layer4 Layer5 Layer6 RankScorek_in_top_pubmedCopubmedIDWorm.orthFly.ortholoMouse.ortmean_Ast mean_Endmean_Micmean_Ne mean_Oligmean_iPSCmean_hMmean_iPS mean_pAsmean_iPSCis.immune
PLXNB3 BM22 7 38 100 217 374 515 0.480795 85 0 plx-1,plx-2FBgn00257Plxnb3 1.842249 1.101031 0 0.205399 0.62108 0.90444 1.785239 54.56941 30.88928 19.15856 NA
ATP6V1A BM36 8 50 131 240 363 478 0.806245 9 0 vha-13 FBgn02652Atp6v1a 168.6346 138.8499 442.2963 831.0098 268.1563 366.6274 369.0135 64.95847 63.53446 65.58719 NA
PREPL BM36 7 45 141 254 368 465 0.824514 7 1 23485813 FBgn00322Prepl 98.13387 85.54561 150.9547 580.8568 278.4382 30.46931 23.08672 78.71727 54.92785 76.61298 NA
GABRB2 BM36 19 79 162 269 357 450 0.84909 5 1 20888417 gab-1 FBgn00102Gabrb2 31.26505 28.65796 0.239217 642.1141 25.99352 1.486837 2.565852 0.038538 1.771879 0.687589 NA
OAT BM36 17 70 158 236 332 431 0.462744 100 2 25764435, C16A3.10,TFBgn00227Oat 565.2447 459.8682 337.2439 546.2507 289.4883 79.205 81.07979 65.72522 58.51719 60.36607 NA
CLTC BM36 16 64 129 192 284 392 0.53951 54 0 chc-1 FBgn00003Cltc 415.4341 317.1852 570.6399 572.7174 421.5224 763.8088 775.5931 630.998 512.2617 247.7109 TRUE
CLSTN3 BM36 19 63 145 232 288 315 0.50401 69 3 27018282,  casy-1 FBgn00399Clstn3 33.78531 0.668914 0 48.01558 1.201666 5.900816 4.793786 23.82711 32.47991 89.92683 NA
STAT3 BM36 33 103 162 211 251 273 0.61382 29 39 27306655,                                      sta-1 FBgn00169Stat3 134.9197 95.69395 75.26738 69.83217 81.21607 162.236 194.9765 225.313 200.5993 294.4464 TRUE
SCN2A BM22 15 60 136 190 225 252 0.996808 2 1 19056495 FBgn02642Scn2a1 36.48317 97.77494 0.144283 964.4424 53.71501 NA NA 20.32981 2.044302 17.32819 NA
ST8SIA3 BM36 14 36 61 112 188 230 0.495659 73 0 St8sia3 1.361451 44.1992 0 161.3374 12.39321 NA NA 0.469425 0.634031 2.934088 NA
LAPTM5 BM22 13 53 122 178 205 221 0.537875 56 0 FBgn00407Laptm5 0.100606 0 801.343 12.77265 11.73214 2170.205 2111.734 0.57717 0.155815 0.179616 NA
TLN1 BM22 12 44 94 142 181 205 0.616022 27 0 Y71G12B.1FBgn02604Tln1 60.93569 89.3179 96.74341 34.10808 35.1842 1005.908 1272.093 649.9724 509.1263 210.1413 NA
PLXNB1 BM36 16 49 100 140 160 177 0.654468 19 0 plx-1,plx-2FBgn00257Plxnb1 131.9302 19.53324 0.202008 12.00693 88.60671 0.853873 2.675884 94.09172 128.0527 208.5335 NA
SYT1 BM36 11 27 59 94 126 162 0.738114 11 4 27036734,   snt-1,snt-3FBgn00042Syt1 111.9558 188.0778 2.084353 1959.427 216.5924 1.361645 0.883898 66.91156 6.516135 43.2029 NA
SNRPN BM36 5 20 47 88 139 162 0.478157 88 0 snr-2 FBgn02626Snrpn 34.13056 28.31835 23.94988 274.006 63.49879 2.026755 1.31533 10.44817 4.625719 25.74816 NA
STXBP5L BM36 9 49 108 140 150 152 1 1 0 tom-1 FBgn00304Stxbp5l 22.15779 7.74618 0 257.2706 14.68663 0.0709 0.181893 10.75764 0.613963 4.07375 NA
IPCEF1 BM36 7 31 68 98 125 151 0.543313 51 0 cnk-1 FBgn00218Ipcef1 1.319019 0.93587 313.2563 56.90519 0.133593 43.85008 5.274469 0.197529 0.302051 6.856131 NA
PTPRC BM36 21 48 79 105 117 122 0.534285 58 4 25904803,   clr-1 FBgn00140Ptprc 0.126108 0 840.8779 5.857045 0.087377 556.3699 542.732 0.050719 0.027689 0.121665 TRUE
PGM2L1 BM36 6 19 41 73 110 119 0.606495 32 0 Y43F4B.5 FBgn00333Pgm2l1 41.33417 62.66841 0.244454 549.8055 58.20443 69.16821 24.62011 23.31106 30.43922 48.74624 NA
OXR1 BM36 15 48 81 97 108 108 0.4944 74 0 F52E1.13 FBgn00135Oxr1 111.158 73.84945 487.8827 895.2432 229.8183 83.59503 50.31907 37.77577 32.24421 40.78274 NA
ITPKB BM36 14 45 66 81 84 84 0.615469 28 4 27485122,   lfe-2 FBgn02663Itpkb 170.5094 15.20195 0.368404 7.746039 84.14657 131.9887 52.09112 52.38168 48.46014 199.4926 NA
BEX2 BM36 5 22 46 63 77 84 0.549253 48 0 37.33837 15.96159 1.661769 388.6237 85.76364 0.183965 0.303398 0.571604 3.559767 21.89887 NA
YAP1 BM36 12 31 51 63 69 72 0.573063 40 0 F13E6.4 FBgn00349Yap1 65.80892 16.44811 0.159675 2.715589 0 0.782943 1.278804 105.2838 115.0456 105.0383 NA
FLJ00418 BM36 14 38 56 59 68 72 0.510465 67 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.697908 0.426866 1.121088 NA
NHSL1 BM36 8 32 55 66 70 70 0.565568 41 0 925.9085 116.2174 351.5957 15.84129 2.089532 10.34856 16.20556 81.84442 38.33485 95.15214 NA
GPR158 BM10 5 19 33 49 64 67 0.47997 87 0 F39B2.8 FBgn00517Gpr158 2.480375 1.739343 7.664397 91.00083 2.980566 NA NA 31.29134 2.014838 1.97662 NA
LRP10 BM36 15 37 61 66 66 66 0.740791 10 1 22734645 Lrp10 41.82685 93.50068 0.105327 0.459694 34.93363 211.7742 261.5741 201.9834 108.5608 144.574 NA
INPP5D BM36 9 34 52 64 66 66 0.563574 42 9 28054028,        T25B9.10 Inpp5d 2.754021 2.898906 15.26649 0.108337 0.030922 141.3368 132.0936 1.753459 0.784304 8.941674 NA
WWTR1 BM36 5 27 52 58 58 58 0.589341 34 0 FBgn00349Wwtr1 4.203612 191.0391 1.631813 31.10212 5.938066 3.937605 2.018107 281.4129 310.3445 124.3911 NA
RP11-553LBM36 12 32 50 56 57 57 0.480068 86 NA 138.5842 77.06258 23.32954 32.66445 60.52765 0.384813 2.574166 8.608285 14.67634 12.77521 NA

Daily and Logsdon 
Sage Bionetworks 

Release of AMP-AD preliminary target nominations
AAIC 2018


KD_cluster.BN.TF.eQTLs.SEX.laye

		Geneid		geneSymbol		Region		Layer1		Layer2		Layer3		Layer4		Layer5		Layer6		RankScore		Rank_in_top_100		pubmedCount		pubmedIDs		Worm.ortholog		Fly.ortholog		Mouse.ortholog		mean_Astrocyte		mean_Endothelial		mean_Microglia		mean_Neuron		mean_Oligodendrocyte		mean_iPSC.MG		mean_hMG		mean_iPSC.Astro		mean_pAstro		mean_iPSC.Neurons		is.immune.response.gene		Function		Rational

		ENSG00000198753		PLXNB3		BM22		7		38		100		217		374		515		0.4807949793		85		0				plx-1,plx-2		FBgn0025740,FBgn0025741		Plxnb3		1.8422488515		1.1010314155		0		0.2053986262		0.6210798565		0.9044396782		1.785239264		54.569414902		30.8892750411		19.1585633436		NA		The protein encoded by this gene is a member of the plexin family. It functions as a receptor for semaphorin 5A, and plays a role in axon guidance, invasive growth and cell migration. Alternatively spliced transcript variants encoding different isoforms have been found for this gene. [provided by RefSeq, Sep 2009]		NA

		ENSG00000114573		ATP6V1A		BM36		8		50		131		240		363		478		0.8062445665		9		0				vha-13		FBgn0265262,FBgn0263598,FBgn0032464		Atp6v1a		168.6345920581		138.8498836172		442.2962581166		831.0098390302		268.1563213131		366.6274136113		369.0135256589		64.9584706922		63.5344646506		65.5871927094		NA		This gene encodes a component of vacuolar ATPase (V-ATPase), a multisubunit enzyme that mediates acidification of eukaryotic intracellular organelles. V-ATPase dependent organelle acidification is necessary for such intracellular processes as protein sorting, zymogen activation, receptor-mediated endocytosis, and synaptic vesicle proton gradient generation. V-ATPase is composed of a cytosolic V1 domain and a transmembrane V0 domain. The V1 domain consists of three A and three B subunits, two G subunits plus the C, D, E, F, and H subunits. The V1 domain contains the ATP catalytic site. The V0 domain consists of five different subunits: a, c, c&apos;, c&quot;, and d. Additional isoforms of many of the V1 and V0 subunit proteins are encoded by multiple genes or alternatively spliced transcript variants. This encoded protein is one of two V1 domain A subunit isoforms and is found in all tissues. Transcript variants derived from alternative polyadenylation exist. [provided by RefSeq, Jul 2008]		NA

		ENSG00000138078		PREPL		BM36		7		45		141		254		368		465		0.8245139643		7		1		23485813				FBgn0032242,FBgn0032969		Prepl		98.1338688556		85.5456114445		150.9546626842		580.8567875092		278.4381825539		30.4693120937		23.0867150124		78.7172744079		54.927852919		76.6129845767		NA		The protein encoded by this gene belongs to the prolyl oligopeptidase subfamily of serine peptidases. Mutations in this gene have been associated with hypotonia-cystinuria syndrome, also known as the 2p21 deletion syndrome. Several alternatively spliced transcript variants encoding either the same or different isoforms have been described for this gene.[provided by RefSeq, Jan 2010]		NA

		ENSG00000145864		GABRB2		BM36		19		79		162		269		357		450		0.8490904967		5		1		20888417		gab-1		FBgn0010240,FBgn0001134		Gabrb2		31.2650453404		28.6579586139		0.2392170454		642.1140845781		25.9935182279		1.4868366727		2.5658522647		0.0385377347		1.7718788303		0.687588655		NA		The gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) A receptor is a multisubunit chloride channel that mediates the fastest inhibitory synaptic transmission in the central nervous system. This gene encodes GABA A receptor, beta 2 subunit. It is mapped to chromosome 5q34 in a cluster comprised of genes encoding alpha 1 and gamma 2 subunits of the GABA A receptor. Alternative splicing of this gene generates 2 transcript variants, differing by a 114 bp insertion. [provided by RefSeq, Jul 2008]		NA

		ENSG00000065154		OAT		BM36		17		70		158		236		332		431		0.4627440665		100		2		25764435, 24690897		C16A3.10,T09B4.8		FBgn0022774		Oat		565.2446851201		459.8681881571		337.2438630713		546.2506602582		289.4883104319		79.2049994972		81.079793051		65.7252222897		58.517189457		60.3660718901		NA		This gene encodes the mitochondrial enzyme ornithine aminotransferase, which is a key enzyme in the pathway that converts arginine and ornithine into the major excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitters glutamate and GABA. Mutations that result in a deficiency of this enzyme cause the autosomal recessive eye disease Gyrate Atrophy. Alternatively spliced transcript variants encoding different isoforms have been described. Related pseudogenes have been defined on the X chromosome. [provided by RefSeq, Jan 2010]		NA

		ENSG00000141367		CLTC		BM36		16		64		129		192		284		392		0.5395104298		54		0				chc-1		FBgn0000319		Cltc		415.4340728366		317.1852140298		570.6398848033		572.717432912		421.5224170365		763.8087567115		775.5930772538		630.9980257412		512.2617456576		247.7109282119		TRUE		 Clathrin is a major protein component of the cytoplasmic face of intracellular organelles, called coated vesicles and coated pits. These specialized organelles are involved in the intracellular trafficking of receptors and endocytosis of a variety of macromolecules.  The basic subunit of the clathrin coat is composed of three heavy chains and three light chains. [provided by RefSeq, Jul 2008]		NA

		ENSG00000139182		CLSTN3		BM36		19		63		145		232		288		315		0.5040101256		69		3		27018282, 23499467, 21256848		casy-1		FBgn0039928		Clstn3		33.7853132595		0.6689142692		0		48.0155828833		1.2016659513		5.9008155086		4.7937859964		23.827108305		32.47990556		89.9268341965		NA		NA		NA

		ENSG00000168610		STAT3		BM36		33		103		162		211		251		273		0.6138204212		29		39		27306655, 26442993, 26202100, 26010758, 25767272, 25673868, 25633229, 25619654, 25364765, 25274193, 25159479, 25138702, 24690200, 24467380, 24412680, 24369244, 24141019, 23996574, 23968646, 23861391, 23223021, 23178521, 22659089, 22118570, 23251750, 21403387, 21335658, 21098860, 20556918, 20484629, 19800174, 19703422, 19663649, 18813209, 18322381, 17928813, 16958985, 16005025, 9461605		sta-1		FBgn0016917		Stat3		134.919722631		95.6939524984		75.2673843881		69.8321745874		81.2160716109		162.236040551		194.9764529934		225.3130219619		200.5992920696		294.4463946969		TRUE		The protein encoded by this gene is a member of the STAT protein family. In response to cytokines and growth factors, STAT family members are phosphorylated by the receptor associated kinases, and then form homo- or heterodimers that translocate to the cell nucleus where they act as transcription activators. This protein is activated through phosphorylation in response to various cytokines and growth factors including IFNs, EGF, IL5, IL6, HGF, LIF and BMP2. This protein mediates the expression of a variety of genes in response to cell stimuli, and thus plays a key role in many cellular processes such as cell growth and apoptosis. The small GTPase Rac1 has been shown to bind and regulate the activity of this protein. PIAS3 protein is a specific inhibitor of this protein. Mutations in this gene are associated with infantile-onset multisystem autoimmune disease and hyper-immunoglobulin E syndrome. Alternative splicing results in multiple transcript variants encoding distinct isoforms. [provided by RefSeq, Sep 2015]		NA

		ENSG00000136531		SCN2A		BM22		15		60		136		190		225		252		0.9968080313		2		1		19056495				FBgn0264255		Scn2a1		36.4831701609		97.7749371665		0.1442834357		964.4424184327		53.7150121203		NA		NA		20.3298118733		2.0443024888		17.3281869423		NA		Voltage-gated sodium channels are transmembrane glycoprotein complexes composed of a large alpha subunit with 24 transmembrane domains and one or more regulatory beta subunits. They are responsible for the generation and propagation of action potentials in neurons and muscle. This gene encodes one member of the sodium channel alpha subunit gene family. It is heterogeneously expressed in the brain, and mutations in this gene have been linked to several seizure disorders. Several alternatively spliced transcript variants of this gene have been described, but the full-length nature of some of these variants has not been determined. [provided by RefSeq, Jul 2008]		NA

		ENSG00000177511		ST8SIA3		BM36		14		36		61		112		188		230		0.4956590113		73		0								St8sia3		1.3614510792		44.1991972822		0		161.3373665528		12.3932072743		NA		NA		0.4694246114		0.6340314492		2.9340875959		NA		ST8SIA3 belongs to a family of sialyltransferases that form sialyl-alpha-2,8-sialyl-R linkages at the nonreducing termini of glycoconjugates (Lee et al., 1998 [PubMed 9826427]).[supplied by OMIM, Mar 2008]		NA

		ENSG00000162511		LAPTM5		BM22		13		53		122		178		205		221		0.5378752595		56		0						FBgn0040777		Laptm5		0.1006062931		0		801.3429540321		12.7726486752		11.7321393622		2170.204509039		2111.7339957343		0.5771698637		0.1558146332		0.1796161177		NA		This gene encodes a transmembrane receptor that is associated with lysosomes. The encoded protein, also known as E3 protein, may play a role in hematopoiesis. [provided by RefSeq, Feb 2009]		NA

		ENSG00000137076		TLN1		BM22		12		44		94		142		181		205		0.6160223511		27		0				Y71G12B.11		FBgn0260442		Tln1		60.9356928867		89.3179048454		96.7434104577		34.1080801052		35.1842033218		1005.9075954585		1272.0925462006		649.9723887434		509.1262739262		210.1413468165		NA		This gene encodes a cytoskeletal protein that is concentrated in areas of cell-substratum and cell-cell contacts. The encoded protein plays a significant role in the assembly of actin filaments and in spreading and migration of various cell types, including fibroblasts and osteoclasts. It codistributes with integrins in the cell surface membrane in order to assist in the attachment of adherent cells to extracellular matrices and of lymphocytes to other cells. The N-terminus of this protein contains elements for localization to cell-extracellular matrix junctions. The C-terminus contains binding sites for proteins such as beta-1-integrin, actin, and vinculin. [provided by RefSeq, Feb 2009]		NA

		ENSG00000164050		PLXNB1		BM36		16		49		100		140		160		177		0.6544678849		19		0				plx-1,plx-2		FBgn0025740,FBgn0025741		Plxnb1		131.9301999937		19.5332416639		0.2020078789		12.0069335638		88.6067067292		0.8538729956		2.6758839335		94.0917184927		128.0527417039		208.5334988639		NA		NA		NA

		ENSG00000067715		SYT1		BM36		11		27		59		94		126		162		0.7381144608		11		4		27036734, 11244216, 10924661, 8962603		snt-1,snt-3		FBgn0004242		Syt1		111.9558381697		188.0778397678		2.0843529787		1959.4270252583		216.5923542817		1.3616453812		0.8838976158		66.9115571174		6.5161350551		43.2029048685		NA		The synaptotagmins are integral membrane proteins of synaptic vesicles thought to serve as Ca(2+) sensors in the process of vesicular trafficking and exocytosis. Calcium binding to synaptotagmin-1 participates in triggering neurotransmitter release at the synapse (Fernandez-Chacon et al., 2001 [PubMed 11242035]).[supplied by OMIM, Jul 2010]		NA

		ENSG00000128739		SNRPN		BM36		5		20		47		88		139		162		0.478157232		88		0				snr-2		FBgn0262601		Snrpn		34.1305566037		28.3183451795		23.9498815192		274.0059995034		63.4987936929		2.0267549882		1.3153302615		10.4481663065		4.6257185439		25.7481588949		NA		The protein encoded by this gene is one polypeptide of a small nuclear ribonucleoprotein complex and belongs to the snRNP SMB/SMN family. The protein plays a role in pre-mRNA processing, possibly tissue-specific alternative splicing events. Although individual snRNPs are believed to recognize specific nucleic acid sequences through RNA-RNA base pairing, the specific role of this family member is unknown. The protein arises from a bicistronic transcript that also encodes a protein identified as the SNRPN upstream reading frame (SNURF). Multiple transcription initiation sites have been identified and extensive alternative splicing occurs in the 5&apos; untranslated region. Additional splice variants have been described but sequences for the complete transcripts have not been determined. The 5&apos; UTR of this gene has been identified as an imprinting center. Alternative splicing or deletion caused by a translocation event in this paternally-expressed region is responsible for Angelman syndrome or Prader-Willi syndrome due to parental imprint switch failure. [provided by RefSeq, Jul 2008]		NA

		ENSG00000145087		STXBP5L		BM36		9		49		108		140		150		152		1		1		0				tom-1		FBgn0030412		Stxbp5l		22.1577914926		7.7461796798		0		257.270594461		14.6866307187		0.0709002249		0.1818932288		10.7576350392		0.6139633529		4.0737497305		NA		NA		NA

		ENSG00000074706		IPCEF1		BM36		7		31		68		98		125		151		0.5433127659		51		0				cnk-1		FBgn0021818		Ipcef1		1.3190191316		0.9358696499		313.2563208644		56.9051874675		0.1335932771		43.8500755863		5.2744686962		0.1975285709		0.3020511872		6.8561305961		NA		NA		NA

		ENSG00000081237		PTPRC		BM36		21		48		79		105		117		122		0.5342854739		58		4		25904803, 24345324, 22816379, 21273420		clr-1		FBgn0014007		Ptprc		0.1261082758		0		840.8779156772		5.8570452088		0.0873771792		556.3698531118		542.7320497162		0.0507185112		0.0276889869		0.1216647931		TRUE		The protein encoded by this gene is a member of the protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTP) family. PTPs are known to be signaling molecules that regulate a variety of cellular processes including cell growth, differentiation, mitosis, and oncogenic transformation. This PTP contains an extracellular domain, a single transmembrane segment and two tandem intracytoplasmic catalytic domains, and thus is classified as a receptor type PTP. This PTP has been shown to be an essential regulator of T- and B-cell antigen receptor signaling. It functions through either direct interaction with components of the antigen receptor complexes, or by activating various Src family kinases required for the antigen receptor signaling. This PTP also suppresses JAK kinases, and thus functions as a regulator of cytokine receptor signaling. Alternatively spliced transcripts variants of this gene, which encode distinct isoforms, have been reported. [provided by RefSeq, Jun 2012]		NA

		ENSG00000165434		PGM2L1		BM36		6		19		41		73		110		119		0.6064949543		32		0				Y43F4B.5		FBgn0033377,FBgn0033969		Pgm2l1		41.3341672326		62.6684144464		0.2444536006		549.8054778782		58.2044256989		69.1682122593		24.6201068258		23.3110588361		30.4392150099		48.7462407904		NA		NA		NA

		ENSG00000164830		OXR1		BM36		15		48		81		97		108		108		0.4944001532		74		0				F52E1.13		FBgn0013576		Oxr1		111.1579508755		73.8494496155		487.8826929746		895.2431762356		229.8183241736		83.5950266936		50.3190746052		37.7757692179		32.2442146395		40.7827405562		NA		NA		NA

		ENSG00000143772		ITPKB		BM36		14		45		66		81		84		84		0.6154694776		28		4		27485122, 24401760, 21425351, 16257224		lfe-2		FBgn0266375		Itpkb		170.509374408		15.2019505601		0.3684043377		7.7460389828		84.1465694135		131.9887485833		52.0911200939		52.3816817332		48.4601439849		199.4925668057		NA		The protein encoded by this protein regulates inositol phosphate metabolism by phosphorylation of second messenger inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate to Ins(1,3,4,5)P4. The activity of this encoded protein is responsible for regulating the levels of a large number of inositol polyphosphates that are important in cellular signaling. Both calcium/calmodulin and protein phosphorylation mechanisms control its activity. [provided by RefSeq, Jul 2008]		NA

		ENSG00000133134		BEX2		BM36		5		22		46		63		77		84		0.5492527748		48		0										37.3383702072		15.9615902505		1.6617692573		388.6237290113		85.7636383445		0.1839647357		0.3033976151		0.5716040274		3.5597672055		21.8988694754		NA		This gene belongs to the brain expressed X-linked gene family. The encoded protein interacts with the transcription factor LIM domain only 2 in a DNA-binding complex that recognizes the E-box element and promotes transcription. This gene has been found to be a tumor suppressor that is silenced in human glioma. In breast cancer cells, this gene product modulates apoptosis in response to estrogen and tamoxifen, and enhances the anti-proliferative effect of tamoxifen. Multiple transcript variants encoding different isoforms have been found for this gene. [provided by RefSeq, Dec 2009]		NA

		ENSG00000137693		YAP1		BM36		12		31		51		63		69		72		0.5730632725		40		0				F13E6.4		FBgn0034970		Yap1		65.8089205219		16.4481126165		0.1596749326		2.7155892572		0		0.7829427498		1.2788039905		105.283824937		115.0455948753		105.0383437875		NA		This gene encodes a downstream nuclear effector of the Hippo signaling pathway which is involved in development, growth, repair, and homeostasis. This gene is known to play a role in the development and progression of multiple cancers as a transcriptional regulator of this signaling pathway and may function as a potential target for cancer treatment. Alternative splicing results in multiple transcript variants encoding different isoforms. [provided by RefSeq, Aug 2013]		NA

		ENSG00000268927		FLJ00418		BM36		14		38		56		59		68		72		0.5104646314		67		NA										NA		NA		NA		NA		NA		NA		NA		0.6979075104		0.4268656456		1.121087669		NA		NA		NA

		ENSG00000135540		NHSL1		BM36		8		32		55		66		70		70		0.5655677679		41		0										925.9084749444		116.2174386869		351.5957240169		15.8412911046		2.0895322291		10.3485581272		16.2055577521		81.8444246109		38.3348499256		95.1521379967		NA		NA		NA

		ENSG00000151025		GPR158		BM10		5		19		33		49		64		67		0.4799701505		87		0				F39B2.8		FBgn0051760,FBgn0051195,FBgn0264339,FBgn0051660		Gpr158		2.4803751714		1.7393434357		7.6643967655		91.0008255714		2.9805657355		NA		NA		31.2913431875		2.0148376079		1.9766204332		NA		NA		NA

		ENSG00000197324		LRP10		BM36		15		37		61		66		66		66		0.7407906315		10		1		22734645						Lrp10		41.8268501125		93.5006831454		0.105326908		0.459694072		34.93362671		211.7741682891		261.5740999864		201.9834249075		108.5608272854		144.5740410048		NA		NA		NA

		ENSG00000168918		INPP5D		BM36		9		34		52		64		66		66		0.5635744702		42		9		28054028, 27371493, 27005436, 26993346, 26232392, 25311924, 25114068, 24951455, 24495969		T25B9.10				Inpp5d		2.7540206044		2.8989057261		15.2664880274		0.1083371981		0.030921888		141.3367535815		132.0935966233		1.7534585366		0.7843040979		8.9416744084		NA		This gene is a member of the inositol polyphosphate-5-phosphatase (INPP5) family and encodes a protein with an N-terminal SH2 domain, an inositol phosphatase domain, and two C-terminal protein interaction domains. Expression of this protein is restricted to hematopoietic cells where its movement from the cytosol to the plasma membrane is mediated by tyrosine phosphorylation. At the plasma membrane, the protein hydrolyzes the 5&apos; phosphate from phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-trisphosphate and inositol-1,3,4,5-tetrakisphosphate, thereby affecting multiple signaling pathways. The protein is also partly localized to the nucleus, where it may be involved in nuclear inositol phosphate signaling processes. Overall, the protein functions as a negative regulator of myeloid cell proliferation and survival. Mutations in this gene are associated with defects and cancers of the immune system. Alternative splicing of this gene results in multiple transcript variants. [provided by RefSeq, Feb 2014]		NA

		ENSG00000018408		WWTR1		BM36		5		27		52		58		58		58		0.5893405629		34		0						FBgn0034970		Wwtr1		4.2036117146		191.0391112039		1.6318127552		31.1021221535		5.938065807		3.9376051401		2.0181074488		281.4129474757		310.3445265241		124.3910573379		NA		NA		NA

		ENSG00000259976		RP11-553L6.5		BM36		12		32		50		56		57		57		0.4800680247		86		NA										138.584203798		77.0625848144		23.3295437395		32.6644479371		60.5276539778		0.3848129235		2.5741657707		8.6082848111		14.6763385035		12.7752146932		NA		NA		NA

		ENSG00000197879		MYO1C		BM36		8		23		40		49		53		53		0.5842573832		36		0				hum-1,hum-5		FBgn0086347,FBgn0039157,FBgn0010246		Myo1c		0.5936000702		41.116700603		38.4031065611		2.5398492551		0.1766077638		96.7508454991		90.2159169925		76.6538076791		99.9639526458		36.6949491329		NA		This gene encodes a member of the unconventional myosin protein family, which are actin-based molecular motors. The protein is found in the cytoplasm, and one isoform with a unique N-terminus is also found in the nucleus. The nuclear isoform associates with RNA polymerase I and II and functions in transcription initiation. The mouse ortholog of this protein also functions in intracellular vesicle transport to the plasma membrane. Multiple transcript variants encoding different isoforms have been found for this gene. The related gene myosin IE has been referred to as myosin IC in the literature, but it is a distinct locus on chromosome 19. [provided by RefSeq, Jul 2008]		NA

		ENSG00000173227		SYT12		BM10		7		18		31		48		51		51		0.6062979102		33		0				rbf-1		FBgn0261085		Syt12		0.0969840632		1.0212981554		0		17.7776344948		4.1031450864		1.0540232739		0.1007012004		7.0629377499		0.5617976495		9.5014911571		NA		This gene is a member of the synaptotagmin gene family and encodes a protein similar to other family members that mediate calcium-dependent regulation of membrane trafficking in synaptic transmission. Studies of the orthologous gene in rat have shown that the encoded protein selectively modulates spontaneous synaptic-vesicle exocytosis and may also be involved in regulating calcium independent secretion in nonneuronal cells. Alternative splicing results in multiple transcript variants. The gene has previously been referred to as synaptotagmin XI but has been renamed synaptotagmin XII to be standard with mouse and rat official nomenclature.[provided by RefSeq, Apr 2010]		NA

		ENSG00000111783		RFX4		BM36		7		18		30		43		49		49		0.6077586933		31		0								Rfx4		377.4925265482		0		0		14.1035999144		12.3670595492		0.5462070312		0.4024684538		50.346316472		9.497161065		245.4522796655		NA		This gene is a member of the regulatory factor X gene family, which encodes transcription factors that contain a highly-conserved winged helix DNA binding domain. The protein encoded by this gene is structurally related to regulatory factors X1, X2, X3, and X5. It has been shown to interact with itself as well as with regulatory factors X2 and X3, but it does not interact with regulatory factor X1. Alternative splicing results in multiple transcript variants. [provided by RefSeq, May 2011]		NA

		ENSG00000100106		TRIOBP		BM36		7		16		25		32		43		47		0.4811217846		84		0				F10G8.8		FBgn0003016		Triobp		3.238556061		0.444101211		0		0.3547431283		1.7379496686		17.5649274331		12.1165183828		14.9677826064		17.3719432988		14.412216789		NA		This gene encodes a protein with an N-terminal pleckstrin homology domain and a C-terminal coiled-coil region. The protein interacts with trio, which is involved with neural tissue development and controlling actin cytoskeleton organization, cell motility and cell growth. The protein also associates with F-actin and stabilizes F-actin structures. Mutations in this gene have been associated with a form of autosomal recessive nonsyndromic deafness. Multiple alternatively spliced transcript variants that would encode different isoforms have been found for this gene, however some transcripts may be subject to nonsense-mediated decay (NMD). [provided by RefSeq, Nov 2008]		NA

		ENSG00000138378		STAT4		BM36		10		19		25		32		36		38		0.4909764723		75		0				sta-1		FBgn0016917		Stat4		0.0102489113		0		0		51.0058577052		1.0142407006		3.304628802		1.0888792167		0.1734061482		0.5888929604		1.7944302287		NA		The protein encoded by this gene is a member of the STAT family of transcription factors. In response to cytokines and growth factors, STAT family members are phosphorylated by the receptor associated kinases, and then form homo- or heterodimers that translocate to the cell nucleus where they act as transcription activators. This protein is essential for mediating responses to IL12 in lymphocytes, and regulating the differentiation of T helper cells. Mutations in this gene may be associated with systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis. Alternate splicing results in multiple transcript variants that encode the same protein. [provided by RefSeq, Aug 2011]		NA

		ENSG00000163840		DTX3L		BM36		7		20		26		29		30		31		0.4828182929		81		0						FBgn0000524		Dtx3l		13.0909004226		26.4711992069		99.9010400215		1.1517476577		8.8150011142		68.8882194558		191.9610497737		53.9406397802		43.0768946614		11.7303715558		TRUE		DTX3L functions as an E3 ubiquitin ligase (Takeyama et al., 2003 [PubMed 12670957]).[supplied by OMIM, Nov 2009]		NA

		ENSG00000163513		TGFBR2		BM36		8		17		21		22		22		22		0.4815206961		83		0				daf-4				Tgfbr2		0.0687034095		64.6735854133		132.9521476404		2.1698315178		0.0192672936		294.0591495952		173.0077884133		59.2221886906		29.4514995594		5.1130023904		NA		This gene encodes a member of the Ser/Thr protein kinase family and the TGFB receptor subfamily. The encoded protein is a transmembrane protein that has a protein kinase domain, forms a heterodimeric complex with another receptor protein, and binds TGF-beta. This receptor/ligand complex phosphorylates proteins, which then enter the nucleus and regulate the transcription of a subset of genes related to cell proliferation. Mutations in this gene have been associated with Marfan Syndrome, Loeys-Deitz Aortic Aneurysm Syndrome, and the development of various types of tumors. Alternatively spliced transcript variants encoding different isoforms have been characterized. [provided by RefSeq, Jul 2008]		NA

		ENSG00000131095		GFAP		BM36		8		20		21		22		22		22		0.4733124407		93		402								Gfap		364.1542885055		1.3262204068		0.105326908		1.8287095472		0.1969938302		0.1098290153		14.8239591885		8961.2842067549		2624.0655335384		1396.3155088424		NA		This gene encodes one of the major intermediate filament proteins of mature astrocytes. It is used as a marker to distinguish astrocytes from other glial cells during development. Mutations in this gene cause Alexander disease, a rare disorder of astrocytes in the central nervous system. Alternative splicing results in multiple transcript variants encoding distinct isoforms. [provided by RefSeq, Oct 2008]		NA

		ENSG00000128683		GAD1		BM36		11		16		21		21		21		21		0.4847510629		79		3		23756188, 22584867, 17878930		unc-25		FBgn0036975,FBgn0000153,FBgn0004516		Gad1		38.6840366573		18.1422075941		0		1096.8053480295		78.387667808		1.0157398033		2.8817091824		8.8058071867		21.0046411325		24.1535594608		NA		This gene encodes one of several forms of glutamic acid decarboxylase, identified as a major autoantigen in insulin-dependent diabetes. The enzyme encoded is responsible for catalyzing the production of gamma-aminobutyric acid from L-glutamic acid. A pathogenic role for this enzyme has been identified in the human pancreas since it has been identified as an autoantigen and an autoreactive T cell target in insulin-dependent diabetes. This gene may also play a role in the stiff man syndrome. Deficiency in this enzyme has been shown to lead to pyridoxine dependency with seizures. Alternative splicing of this gene results in two products, the predominant 67-kD form and a less-frequent 25-kD form. [provided by RefSeq, Jul 2008]		NA

		ENSG00000183196		CHST6		BM36		5		10		12		14		14		14		0.4818104723		82		0						FBgn0051637,FBgn0031826		Chst5		0.4851644823		0.2174761404		0		4.2451831481		10.6116215776		0.2520382555		0.2031633404		24.2748459275		4.1731446346		35.3957197061		NA		The protein encoded by this gene is an enzyme that catalyzes the transfer of a sulfate group to the GlcNAc residues of keratan. Keratan sulfate helps maintain corneal transparency. Defects in this gene are a cause of macular corneal dystrophy (MCD). [provided by RefSeq, Jan 2010]		NA

		ENSG00000003402		CFLAR		BM36		7		11		11		11		11		11		0.4695836652		95		3		26025363, 12885274, 11178964						Cflar		58.6999981373		235.5810745264		232.0698597409		35.9076987974		78.3029810547		118.259027627		190.8371992978		14.1132842139		22.4373584348		8.0859014441		NA		The protein encoded by this gene is a regulator of apoptosis and is structurally similar to caspase-8. However, the encoded protein lacks caspase activity and appears to be itself cleaved into two peptides by caspase-8. Several transcript variants encoding different isoforms have been found for this gene, and partial evidence for several more variants exists. [provided by RefSeq, Feb 2011]		NA

		ENSG00000104490		NCALD		BM36		6		10		10		10		10		10		0.578335509		37		2		24844689, 24496069				FBgn0013303		Ncald		4.3221414877		31.2144635415		1.0225409011		354.7235352852		52.7718996191		NA		NA		56.3490639134		8.1358046668		168.9698991931		NA		This gene encodes a member of the neuronal calcium sensor (NCS) family of calcium-binding proteins. The protein contains an N-terminal myristoylation signal and four EF-hand calcium binding loops. The protein is cytosolic at resting calcium levels; however, elevated intracellular calcium levels induce a conformational change that exposes the myristoyl group, resulting in protein association with membranes and partial co-localization with the perinuclear trans-golgi network. The protein is thought to be a regulator of G protein-coupled receptor signal transduction. Several alternatively spliced variants of this gene have been determined, all of which encode the same protein; additional variants may exist but their biological validity has not been determined. [provided by RefSeq, Jul 2008]		NA
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